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Electronic transitions of oxygen adsorbed on clean silicon (111) and (100) surfaces

H. Ibach* and J. E. Rowe

Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974
(Received 5 July 1973)

Second-derivative energy-loss spectra of 100-eV electrons reflected from silicon (100) and (111) surfaces
have been studied with increasing oxygen coverages. Two different binding states are found. The first
state which occurs up to monolayer coverage is characterized by electron transitions at 3.5, 5, 7, and
11 eV. After electron irradiation, annealing, or high exposures, oxygen goes into an SiO,-type binding
state. The spectrum of a completely oxidized surface agrees with the second derivative of the loss
function —Im(1/a) calculated from optical data. An interpretation of the spectra on the basis of
dielectric-scattering theory also explains the shifts in peak positions below monolayer coverage.

I. INTRODUCTION

A detailed understanding of adsorption processes
on surfaces in terms of chemical-bonding mecha-
nisms requires a knowledge of the electronic
energy levels of surface and adsorbate. Several
techniques such as ion-neutralization spectroscopy
(INS), ~ photoemission spectroscopy, a'3 and field-
emission spectroscopy have been used for this
purpose. Recently Steinrisser and Sickafus and

Kuppers have shown that electron-energy-loss
spectroscopy may also be used as a tool to study
molecular-orbital energies of adsorbates. Pre-
vious energy-loss measurements were performed
with primary electron energies of 50-200 eV
in standard four-grid-type low-energy-electron-
diffraction systems. This technique can be
further improved by using the cylindrical-mirror
energy analyzer and taking the second derivative
of the loss spectra.

In energy-loss spectroscopy (El S), initial oc-
cupied states as well as final empty states are
involved. Therefore an assignment of an observed
transition to certain occupied energy levels of
either adsorbate or substrate might be difficult
unless additional information is available. The
interpretation of ELS is further impaired by the
incomplete understanding of the inelastic-scattering
mechanism at energies Eo= 50-200 eV. At high
electron energies the inelastic-scattering inten-
sities of transmitted and reflected electrons are
proportional to the loss function,

—Im(l/&) = &,/(&', + & ,')
and

—Iml/( + I)= &a/0 g+ I)'+
for "bulk" and "surface" losses, respectively,
and thus are determined by the complex dielectric
constant &(0, &u) of the material. ~0 In this "dielec-
tric-scattering theory" peaks in the loss function
may be considerably shifted compared to the

quantum energies of the transitions involved. "
The magnitude of the shift depends on the transi-
tion energy with respect to the collective excita-
tions as well as on the oscillator strength.

In this paper ELS results using low-energy
electrons are presented for silicon surfaces with
increasing coverages of oxygen. A shift and
splitting of the surface-plasmon peak with oxygen
coverage is observed up to monolayer coverage.
The measured second-derivative loss spectrum
of Si02 is practically identical to the second de-
rivative of the loss function calculated from opti-
cal data. It is further demonstrated that oxygen
in the first adsorption state yields a loss spectrum
qualitatively different from SiO&.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The vacuum system used consisted of an ion-
pumped stainless-steel chamber with a base pres-
sure of -1&10 Torr. A single-pass PHI 10-2346
Auger analyzer with an integral coaxial electron
gun was used as an electron spectrometer. The
primary beam had an angle of incidence normal
to the surface while the inelastic intensity was
analyzed at 8 = 42' a 6 integrated over all azimuthal
angles. The second derivative of the loss spectra
was obtained by modulating the deflection voltage
and observing the second harmonic with a peak-
to-peak modulation voltage of 0. 8 V. The energy
resolution b,E of the analyzer is (in principle)
proportional to the pass energy of the electrons
but is also affected by the focus-spot diameter of
the electron beam and by residual magnetic fields.
A primary electron energy of 100 eV was used as
a good compromise considering resolution, noise,
and sensitivity to both surface and bulk transitions.
The energy resolution as measured by the full
width at half-maximum of the second derivative
of the elastic peak was then 0. 7 eV. The average
time required for scanning a loss spectrum was
-5 min. By using the analyzer in the conven-
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within the limits of reproducibility.

at 7. 2 eV is seen just as on the (111)surface.
At approximately one-fourth of a monolayer

coverage of oxygen the surface-plasmon loss peak
splits into two loss peaks (Fig. 2) which shift apart
with increasing coverage. This splitting (see
Fig. 4) was reproducible in several experiments
and was found to be independent of the primary
electron energy between 40 and 100 eV within
exper'. mental error.

The loss spectra of surfaces covered with more
than a monolayer of oxygen are distinctively dif-
ferent from spectra of oxygen obtained for lower
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coverages. These results are shown in Fig. 5.
Curves 1-4 were obtained by repeated cycles of
electron irradiation and oxygen exposures. Curves
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5~ 10 ~ Torr of oxygen at 750 K and 2-min hea, ting
in 2& 10 ' Torr of oxygen at 1250 K respectively.
With increasing coverage, the 9-eV loss peak
splits again and a strong peak at 10.7 eV develops.
Depending on the amount of electron irradiation
applied before monolayer coverage is reached
this splitting is sometimes also observed for
coverages below monolayer. The same result
can be obtained by annealing the partially-oxygen-
covered surface. Annealing for 10 min at 800 K
converts the loss spectrum of a partially covered
surface, e. g. , curve 5 in Fig. 2 to a spectrum
like that observed at higher coverages (curve 2
in Fig. 5). In addition, peaks at 12. 5 -21 d
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5 eV arise and the 13.2-eV transition is shifted
to -14.5 eV. The oxidation of silicon can also
be studied by observing the LVV Auger tra
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thous ' (see Fig. 5). Curve 4 in Fig. 5 cor-
responds still to a partially oxidized surface, since
the silicon Ez interband transition as well as the
91-eV Auger peak characteristic of unoxidized
silicon are still present. Both disappear for the
completely oxidized surface (curve 5) and no
further changes in the loss spectrum with heavier
oxidation a,re observed.
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FIG. 5. Negative second derivatives of loss spectra
for higher coverages. The continuous growth of an oxide
layer is reflected by the loss spectra as well as by the
silicon Auger signals.
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IV. DISCUSSION OF OXYGEN ADSORPTION

By observing the vibrational frequencies of ad-
sorbed oxygen between 8 =0.02 and 8 = 1, Ibach
et al. were able to show that oxygen adsorbs in
a single state. From the number of vibrational
frequencies it has been concluded that this state
is quasimolecular and a peroxide model' has
been proposed. This model is also satisfying
from the chemical point of view. The silicon-
oxygen single bond length is about 1.60 A. On
both the (111)and (100) surfaces the silicon atoms
are 3.84 A apart, which makes a single-oxygen-
atom bridge configuration unlikely. For the
formation of a silicon-oxygen bridge bond con-
necting nearest-neighbor silicon atoms as in SiO~,
the silicon-silicon bond has to be broken which
would require some additional activation energy.
The proposition that oxygen adsorbed at room
temperature is in a different state than it is in

SiO~ is strongly supported by the very different
loss spectra shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 5.

The over-all loss spectrum of the oxygen-cov-
ered (111)and (100) surfaces are essentially
identical at 8 = 1. It is therefore concluded that
the electronic states at a monolayer coverage are
similar for the (100) and the (111)surfaces and
that the 7. 2-eV peak corresponds to an oxygen
transition for the (111)surface as well. Since
this transition happens to occur at the same energy
as the S, surface-state transition, an apparent
intensity increase during adsorption is simulated.
Sharp loss peaks at 3. 5 and 5. 0 eV are observed
for monolayer coverage. It is not clear from the
experimental data whether electrons of the silicon-
oxygen surface layer are involved in these transi-
tions. Since they occur at the same energy as the

bulk E, and E2 transitions, they could be of bulk
origin as well.

Above monolayer coverage the spectrum de-
velops continuously into the S10z spectrum (see
Fig. 6). Significant changes in the Auger spectrum
are seen only in curves 5 and 6. This can be ex-
plained by assuming that on the average more than
one of the silicon bonds have to be replaced by an
Si-0-Si bond to produce significant changes in the
Auger spectrum. From the loss spectra in Fig. 5
it seems most likely that some of the oxygen in
curves 1-4 is in the same bonding state as in Si02
and that the changes from curves 2-6 indicate
quantitative differences in the occupation numbers
of the two states observed rather than qualitatively
different bonding states for each curve.

V. DIELECTRIC INTERPRETATION OF
ENERGY-LOSS DATA

In high-energy- electron transmission spectros-
copy good agreement has been found between the

loss spectra and the loss function [Eq. (I)] cal-
culated from optical data. ' '" It would there-
fore be interesting to see whether this holds also
for lower electron energies and the scattering
geometry employed here.

The optical properties of noncrystalline SiQ
and SiO~ films have been studied by Philipp. '

In Fig. 6 (a) his data for the optical reflectance
are replotted. The peak positions in the reflec-
tance for SiO~ resemble closely the position of the
loss peaks [Fig. 6(b)]. This give us confidence
to make a more detailed comparison with the
optical loss function —Im I/e„, obtained from
the dielectric functions q, and g~ that Philipp had
calculated from a Kramers-Kronig analysis of the
reflectance. The negative second derivative of
this optical loss function is shown in Fig. 6(b).
Over the entire energy range, &, of Si02 is posi-
tive and different from either 0 or —1. There-
fore, the derivatives of the surface and bulk loss
functions show peaks at approximately the same
positions with only minor changes in relative in-
tensities. Therefore, the surface loss is not
plotted in Fig. 6(b). Considering the extraordi-
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FIG. 6. (a) Optical reflectance of SiO and Si02 films
after Philipp (Ref. 18). (b) The second derivative of the
energy-loss spectrum for Si02 (curve 6 in Fig. 5) is com-
pared to the second derivative of the loss function, cal-
culated from optical data given by Philipp (Ref. 18). The
agreement strongly suggests an interpretation of the loss
spectrum based on the dielectric-scattering theory.
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nary sensitivity of the second derivative to small
changes in the dielectric functions, the agreement
in Fig. 6(b) is as good as can reasonably be ex-
pected. It is noteworthy that in the case of Si02
surfaces, as in the case of silicon surfaces cov-
ered with a monolayer of oxygen, the loss spec-
trum is observed not to vazy with incident energy
in the range 50-200 eV. The calculated optical-
loss-function curve shows no structure below &

eV; however, a comparison with the reflectance
of SiO [Fig. 6(a)] indicates that the experimentally
observed structures at -3.5 and 7 eV might be a
contribution of silicon atoms still in a less oxidized
(SiO) state.

A direct comparison between optical properties
and the observed loss spectra is not possible for
the adsorbed oxygen below monolayer coverage
since the optical constants of this system are not
known. The most remarkable effect in the loss
spectra in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 is the "splitting" of
the surface-plasmon peak and the energy shift with
increasing coverage. Since the vibrational fre-
quencies of adsorbed oxygen do not shift (less
than 4/o) with increasing coverage, ' it is difficult
to interpret the shifts in the electronic energy
losses as actual shifts in the electronic levels of
several electron volts. Furthermore, it would
be difficult to understand why this shift is ob-
served only for the transition close to the surface-
plasmon energy. In the following, a model cal-
culation based on the dielectric-scattering theory
is presented that describes the observed energy
shifts. We have adopted our model from the text-
book of Geiger" where it has been used to explain
the shifts in observed bulk-plasmon frequencies
and bulk-interband transitions compared to cal-
culated values.

For a surface excitation, the incident 100-eV
electron probes a region roughly -1/k, =6 A deep
into the solid. ' This is approximately the extent
of the wave functions of surface electrons localized
in bonds. On this scale no sharp breaks in the
optical properties should occur. Increasing cov-
erage with oxygen would then correspond to an
increase in oscillator strength of oxygen-associa-
ted transitions averaged over the surface area.
The average oscillator strength per unit surface
area is proportional to the coverage 8, if the os-
cillator strength per adsorbed atom is constant
with increasing coverage. This assumption is
reasonable, since the high values of the vibrational
frequencies and their small shift with coverage'
indicate a strong localized silicon-oxygen bond.
Such a model can give a reasonable account for
the splitting in Fig. 4. In the energy range under
discussion the dielectric constant of silicon is
approximately represented by a free-electron gas,

= 1 —(dp/(d (3)

where k~~= 15 eV. An oxygen transition may be
described by

eo = A(u~o e/((u 2o —(u' —i(or) (4)
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FIG. 7. Dielectric and surface-loss functions of a
free-electron gas [Eq. (3)) with an additional single os-
cillator [Eq. (4)]. The parameters are fitted to repre-
sent the silicon surface with a coverage of a monolayer
oxygen.

where A, ~p, and I are the oscillator-strength
parameter, transition frequency, and broadening
parameter, respectively, of an oxygen transition.
In Fig. '7 real and imaginary parts of e((u)
=e '+z are drawn for A=0. 3, 8=1, I =1 eV,
and S~p= 11 eV. The surface-loss function is cal-
culated as well. By varying 8 one obtains the
calculated curve in Fig. 4. The agreement is sat-
isfactory considering the simplicity of the model
which treats only the oxygen transition at -11 eV.
A certain amount of arbitrariness is involved in
choosing Sup. It is obvious however, that Ap
cannot be very much larger, since then a larger
splitting would be observed for lower coverages.
Also the oscillator frequency cannot be smaller
than the surface-plasmon frequency since in that
case the upper branch would be the shifted surface
plasmon and the lower branch would be the oxygen
transition. This does not agree with the develop-
ment of the peaks at higher coverages. Once S&p
is chosen to be 11 eV, the oscillator-strength
parameter A =0.3 is obtained from the total split-
ting at monolayer coverage. The damping param-
eter I' has no significant effect on the dispersion
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in Fig. 4. We conclude that the observed shifts
in frequencies are indeed explained by the dielec-
tric-scat teria model.

Similar shifts have been observed earlier and
have been explained by assuming the adsorbed
layer would contribute a different ' frequency-
independent die'ectric constant. An easy way to
find the eigensolutions for an overlayer system
with a frequency-dependent dielectric function
has been described by Schmuser. ' In both fre-
quency-dependent and frequency- independent cases,
however, the solution depends on a parameter
k. L with R being the wave vector parallel to the
surface and L thethickness of the layer. This dis-
persionis oftenreferred to as "coupling dispersion. "
By choosing a reasonable set of parameters it canbe
shown that this coupling-dispersion model does
not apply to the silicon-oxygen system. It would
predict a considerable shift in frequencies with
varying primary energy, which is not observed.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Oxygen adsorbed on silicon surfaces at room
temperature does not immediately oxidize the
surface layer to form SiO,-type bonding. Instead
oxygen adsorbs in a well-defined molecular state
characterized by certain vibrational frequencies'~
and electron transitions at approximately 3. 5,
5. 0, 7. 2, and 11 eV. These losses have not been
resolved in an earlier experiment carried out by
Wei~4 who interpreted his data in terms of
screened surface plasmons. No significant dif-
ferences were found between oxygen transitions
on (ill) and (100) surfaces. The silicon is oxi-
dized to SiO, either by exposure to considerably
higher doses of oxygen or by converting the ad-
sorbed oxygen into SiO~ by electron irradiation.
The same results are obtained by annealing a sur-
face covered with less than a monolayer of oxygen.
These findings are not easy to explain within the
model of an immediate oxidation of silicon recent-
ly proposed by Meyer and Vrakking. '

Electron-energy-loss spectra can at least partly
be interpreted in terms of dielectric theory (which
at present is incomplete) even for electron ener-
gies as low as 50 eV and for adsorbed overlayers.
This is not in agreement with the discussion of
Steinrisser and Kiippers. Steinrisser and Sicka-
fus did not consider a dielectric-scattering

mechanism in discussing their data. Kiippers
assumes that at low electron energies the dielec-
tric losses are replaced by losses due to exchange
interactions. ' As Kiippers himself points out,
however, the data could be interpreted as well by
a dielectric model. The energies of loss peaks
do not depend on incident energy in the range
50 &Ep~ 200 eV. A layer model of the dielectric
function of an adsorbate-substrate system as dis-
cussed by Levine ' therefore does not apply in
this case. Instead of well-defined layers, the in-
cident electron probes an inhomogeneous or
spatially-dependent dielectric function in the above
EI ~ experiments. An important consequence of
the dielectric model is that loss-peak positions
are not exactly equal to the energy differences
between occupied and unoccupied energy levels re-
sponsible for the peaks. However, if loss peaks
can be resolved at low coverage and studied as a
function of surface-averaged oscillator strength
by using a technique like the second-derivative
spectroscopy employed here, then it is possible
to determine the actual transition energies by
using a mndel dielectric function as discussed in
Sec. IV. This does not hold for loss spectra of
clean surfaces since the oscillator strength of
surface losses cannot easily be varied. Shifts be-
tween observed peaks and transition energies are
usually small, especially when the transition ener-
gy is far away from clean surfaces. Thus ELS is
capable of detecting surface states and provides a
very sensitive tool to study adsorption and surface
reactions. Since the final states for the observed
transitions are not known, any detailed model for
the energies of the occupied bonding states would
be purely speculative. It is, however, possible
to correlate these measurements with photoemis-
sion spectroscopy. Such measurements are in
progress and will be reported at a later time.
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